Modular learning systems
Step-by-step to success

Building control technology
Comprehensive learning solutions from Festo Didactic

The digitization and networking of building control technology

The Festo Didactic learning system for building control tech-

and the demand for reliable, energy-efficient and cross-system

nology is divided into eight different modules. Each of these

solutions present new challenges for teachers and students.

subject-specific modules allows you to select your own levels

Different systems from different industries, such as lighting,

of learning and comprises a self-contained course unit.

heating, renewable energy, blinds, alarm systems, etc.,

You can quickly configure individual solutions for your training

must be able to communicate with each other, and also must

area thanks to a wide variety of interfaces within the learning sys-

be operator-friendly for installers, technicians, and users alike.

tem, and practical Project exercises can be completed for all the
topics in the modules.

Festo Didactic is the market leader in technical training and
education. You too can benefit from this expertise and configure

Many of the topics include multimedia training programs (WBTs)

your learning system using only the training content you need.

with introductory or accompanying course content. We also offer
a wide range of simulations, experiments, and exercises based
on Tec2Screen®.
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Building control technology
Creating a networked building in eight modules

Introduction to building control technology

Intruder detection and alarm systems

This module provides a broad range of basic information that is a

Safety engineering is an important aspect of building technology,

prerequisite for understanding many different technologies and

which is why a thorough understanding of alarm systems is essen-

regulations. It focuses on the fundamentals of electrical engineer-

tial. Developed in partnership with an alarm system manufacturer

ing/electronics and safety measures, as well as basic circuits for

listed by the German Insurance Association VDS, this module

building installations. The module also teaches the basic principles

focuses on configuration, programming, and commissioning.

of sensors, measurement, and open- and closed-loop control tech-

Course topics include conceptualization, sensors, wired/wireless

nology, as well as building networking.

bus technology, and tamper-proofing.

Energy-efficient lighting systems

Building management systems

A building’s lighting system consumes significant amounts

A complex control system is required for efficiently monitoring the

of energy. As a result, energy-efficient solutions are increasingly

climate of a building. This module allows you to clearly present

important in this area. This module offers an overview of lighting

and illustrate the relationships between heating, ventilation, and

systems and covers all aspects of lighting, including installation

air-conditioning. It builds a network of control systems that control

in residential homes, color lighting design, and set lighting design,

the different areas of a building. The system is clear and extremely

as well as industrial lighting for plants, outdoor areas, and adver-

well-designed for educational purposes thanks to a combination of

tising.

real and virtual simulations.

Building automation

Renewable energy

Modern buildings are characterized by intelligent solutions,

The topic of renewable energy is directly linked to the subjects of

especially when it comes to lighting and air-conditioning.

energy efficiency and smart homes. This module uses practical

Building control technology and bus systems play an important

experiments to illustrate not only photovoltaics, solar thermal

role here. This module allows you to implement different levels

energy, and wind energy, but also grid connection and smart grids.

of complexity, including the full range of functions, and configure

This module also includes training systems with different levels of

personalized learning environments for topics such as blinds,

learning and detail.

heating actuators, or weather stations.

Smart Home

E-mobility

User-friendliness, energy efficiency, and security – to meet these

The increasing number of electric vehicles presents new challenges

smart home requirements, different technologies have to be indi-

for building installations. This module conveys essential content,

vidually tailored and visualized in a platform-independent fashion.

such as planning and installing a charging station:

The extendable “Mobile door communication, multimedia and light

connection/commissioning, initial test/proof test, and trouble-

management” module provides an introduction to building net-

shooting. Multiple units can be integrated to create a charging

working and allows you to map a realistic complete solution for

management scenario that deals with topics such as prioritization

single family homes.

and RFID.

